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THE CIVIC BARNSLEY

ABOUT US
The Civic Barnsley is entering is twelfth year of operations since it reopened in
2009. The future is looking optimistic, with some capital redevelopment plan in
delivery. A new CEO started in September 2021, bringing a fresh and new vision
and impetuous to the organisation, which will look at developing new partnerships, securing new and additional funding and earned income streams and
steering the capital development build through its realisation and into fruition.
2021-2022 will be a year of development for the
organisation, which will include a review of the
artistic programme, creating synergies across the
artistic output of the organisation from the theatre
to the gallery and the education and outreach
work, this will then be fully realised in year 20222023. This has already been successfully trailed in
the No Boundaries work over the past year at the
organisation. Additionally, the opportunities for
earned income will be increased through venue
hire, bar events and the use of Mandela Gardens,
all of which will help support diversifying and
developing the artistic programme.
The Covid-19 pandemic has caused considerable
disruption to most arts organisations and The Civic
Barnsley has not been exempt from that.
Throughout financial year 2020-2021 the Civic
was closed more than it was open which has
proven difficult for the organisation to progress
its plans across all its work and in particular the
capital redevelopment. 2022-2023 will see
rapid development in all areas, built on the work
undertaken in 2021-2022 to reshape and refocus
the organisation.

Our aim to be a major destination for the people
of Barnsley, South Yorkshire, West Yorkshire
and beyond to enjoy arts and cultural activity,
visit events and to take part in creative activity
remains. Our programme will reflect the needs and
ambitions of the town and borough and through
2022 we will be engaging with our community to
better understand how our work and our building
can best meet their requirements. This will be
realised through a major piece of conversation
work with the citizens of Barnsley and the borough,
hearing their opinions and vision for the town and
their lives within it, and the role which the Civic can
play in supporting that change.
We aim to be a vital and vibrant part of our
community and will work to build more links to
schools, community groups and across nearby
towns to engender this relationship. We will utilise
Arts Council England’s Let’s Create strategy and
embed the Investment Principals in our delivery
work, across the staff and the board teams.
2021-2022 so far has been a gradual transition
back to full and regular operations, this is expected
to continue to be the case. Our plans continue to
be adaptable and responsive to the circumstances
of the moment.
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CORE AIMS

CURRENT
POSITION

The Civic is a contemporary arts centre
positioned in the centre of Barnsley. It
comprises a range of facilities including a
336-seat performance space and events
venue, a contemporary design-led gallery
space, creative working spaces that can
be utilised as meetings rooms, workshop
spaces or business units for creative
organisations and three currently
unfinished floors which will be part of
future capital redevelopment.

Post Covid-19 and as of August 2021 we began
to open up and trade in ways we understand
best, such as delivering performances in the
theatre, exhibitions in the gallery and hires of our
spaces for community and corporate activity.
We see all of this increasing over this financial
year and continuing to increase through 20222023. We will be developing a new earned income
strategy which will focus on how we utilise
the building in its current configuration (precapital development) so that we can maximise
our income for the benefit of our community
ambitions and our artistic delivery, meeting our
key aims.

The Civic was created for its community
as an asset and resource for them to
enjoy, utilise and benefit from. All aspects
of the venue are therefore underpinned
by our charitable objectives.
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Our ability to earn income through trading
has been severely affected by the pandemic
over 2020-2021 and into 2021-2022. We have
utilised some of our reserves, Cultural Recovery
Funding from Arts Council England and the
furlough scheme to enable business continuity.
We are only now seeing earned income streams
returning. We do not expect these to return to
pre-pandemic levels until sometime in 2022 or
2023.
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We are fully focused on engaging our existing and
developing new audiences for the organisation
through all our channels, performance, gallery,
hires, digital and community engagement work.
We will accelerate this as quickly as possible to
get people back engaged with the organisation
and for the Civic to be a part of their pandemic
recovery lives. Anecdotally, and through available
research, we know that the closure of the Civic
and many other cultural organisations has
affected many people who are keen to return,
perhaps more regularly, to engage with culture
and creativity. There will be others who are more
tentative, and we will reassure and reengage with
these people to enable their return.
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We expect that there may be less selection
of touring work to programme in our theatre
and Mandela Gardens, but we will seek out the
best work we can as we develop our artistic
programme both in and out of the building. We
will look for work which is of the highest artistic
quality, resonates with our audiences, attracts
new audiences and brings earned income into the
organisation. We realise that this is not often all in
one show and we’ll deliver across many different
art forms to realise our ambitions. Our ambition
though will be clear – to deliver a coherent,
attractive, understandable programme of activity
across all of our delivery streams (theatre, gallery,
community engagement and digital) – leading to
The Civic becoming a regular and intrinsic part of
people’s lives both in Barnsley and beyond.
2022-2023 is expected to be a year where we set
out our plans for the future, be underway with
our Phase 1 capital development activity and be
delivering the new normal.
We have a new CEO who is guiding the
organisation on the next stage of its
development: delivering new programming
initiatives, engaging with artists and the
community in Barnsley and beyond, earned
income opportunities and seeing through the
delivery of the capital project.

OUR VISION

Our vision for the organisation is to be:

‘An extraordinary destination for the arts with its
roots and heart in Barnsley and the borough.’
We are fully committed to this vision and will embed the
Arts Council England investment principles:

> Ambition & Quality
> Dynamism

> Inclusivity & Relevance > Sustainability
> Environmental

We have set the following objectives for 2022-2023:
•	Our community are our Executive Producers – we will listen to and be responsive to the voices
of the people of Barnsley, the Borough and beyond.
•	To have developed our artistic programme across the theatre and gallery, attracting more
audience members from a wider demographic and geographic reach.
•	To have strengthened our digital delivery strategy – attracting new and more audiences to the
organisation’s work.
•	To be successfully delivering our audience development strategy to create stronger
connections with our community, utilising audience segmentation models and our data to drive
attendance and reach out to more people beyond the building.
•	To be successfully delivering our commercial strategy – attracting more hires, filling our
available office spaces and increasing ancillary spend in the building.
•	To have a diverse set of Board members, who are representative of contemporary England and
the local community coupled with the required expertise to which is ensuring that the creative
case for diversity is strengthened throughout our organisation.
•	To be delivering Phase 1.1 of the capital project, with continued fundraising to realise all of our
future ambitions.
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JOB DESCRIPTION FOR:

HEAD OF OPERATIONS
Responsible to:

Responsible for:

Chief Executive

Technical Manager and Front of House Supervisors

Liaison with: 	Heads of Department and other staff as required for the
delivery of the post
Salary:

Working arrangements:

£26,000 - £31,000 dependent on experience
35 hours per week - full time

Applications to: 	anthonybaker@barnsleycivic.co.uk
Maximum 2 sides of A4 in Ariel 11 point, using the information given
to tell us why you are the best candidate for the post plus your CV.
MAIN PURPOSE OF ROLE:
To manage the day to day running of The Civic ensuring the highest standard of health and safety
and customer care is maintained at all times for all building users and customers.
DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.	Responsibility for the day-to-day operational management of the building especially for the
effective delivery of all customer facing and technical support services to customers/ visitors,
visiting theatre companies curator’s, commercial and private hire clients and to tenants.
2.	Primary responsibility for the safety and security of the building including:
• the fire detection system
• the intruder alarm system
• the access control system
•	leading the team responsible for opening and securing the building on a daily basis
• being the lead designated keyholder
• visitor and incident logging systems
• emergency evacuation
•	maintaining adequate operational staffing levels at all times
•	managing the out of hours incident response contract
3.	Planning and implementation of an effective, cost-efficient operational staffing rota to
ensure the cost-efficient running of all aspects of the business including box office, bar and
hospitality functions and technical support to ensure the highest possible service delivery
standards are provided and maintained at all times.
4.	To take a proactive lead on the hiring of space within the Civic for hire, meeting targets for
income and delivering outstanding customer service in relation to hires..
5.	Responsibility for the maintenance of the building and Mandela Gardens, which will include
regular inspections, implementing and managing an annual schedule of service and
maintenance and the selection, supervision and periodic review of maintenance contracts
and contractors.

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:

6.	Liaison with Barnsley MBC in relation to their occupancy of the front section of the building,
working to ensure they adhere to our security and health and safety arrangements and our
responsibilities as Landlord are met.

7.	Leading in the creation, implementation and periodic review of a Health and Safety Policy for
Barnsley Civic Enterprise Ltd in line with the statutory responsibilities of the Trust.
8.	Being the primary point of contact for the booking and subsequent delivery of commercial
and private hire business at the venue.
9.	Ensuring compliance with licensing legislation and statutory licensing requirements
including premises and PRS and maintaining up-to-date records relating to these areas.

10. Holding a Personal Licence and acting as Designated Premises Supervisor for The Civic.
11.	Liaison with tenants on matters relating to their occupation of the building to ensure
compliance with the tenants’ policy and other key policy guidelines.

12.	Responsibility for the delivery of the operations budget, ensuring compliance with internal
procedures and effective strategic financial management.
13.	Working closely with the CEO to set and deliver the venue hire income target, ensuring
opportunities for growth are maximised and new business is sustained.

14.	Work with the CEO to annually review and set the scale of fees and charges for the venue
and its services and implementing them accordingly.
15.	Ensuring an effective training programme is in place for all staff in health & safety, fire
evacuation, first-aid-at-work and customer care.

16.	To play an active role in the management team for The Civic and contribute to the wider
objectives of the business.
17. To engage in training and development as and when required by the CEO.

18.	To uphold and comply with the organisation’s policies and procedures and the law in relation
to health and safety, financial regulations, equal opportunities, data protection required for
the effective and appropriate operation of the venue.
19.	To undertake any other duties commensurate with the salary and level of responsibility of
the post as directed by The Chief Executive.

APPLICATION DEADLINE – 24 JANUARY 12NOON
INTERVIEWS – 31 JANUARY

The Civic passionately believes in equality of opportunity. We encourage applications
from every part of society and will strive to make any necessary adjustments for the
successful candidate and interviewees.

EMPLOYEE SPECIFICATION FOR:

HEAD OF OPERATIONS
Criteria

EXPERIENCE
Minimum of three years’ experience leading operations in an arts/ cultural
venue or similar public facing building.
Experience of working within statutory frameworks for Health and Safety,
Licensing etc.
Experience of Events management and hospitality.
Experience of managing staff and volunteers
Proactive sales experience, maximising income and meeting agreed
targets
Experience of working with professional arts and creative practitioners/
businesses
SKILLS
Outstanding communication skills
Outstanding customer service skills
Strong budget management skills
A team player with a pro-active approach
Ability to prioritise workloads and work effectively under pressure to meet
deadlines
Excellent IT skills
EDUCATION/QUALIFICATIONS
An undergraduate degree or equivalent in a related subject
Fire Marshall training
First Aid Certification
ADDITIONAL FACTORS
Outgoing, personable, friendly and a good listener, willing to work as part
of a team and on own initiative as required
Personal Licence holder
Willingness to work unsocial hours including evenings and weekends

Essential/
Desirable
(E/D)
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